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universe thery. According to this theory, the universe keeps on exKpanding

for a certain length of time and contracts for a certain length of time. Thus,

pulsating in and out according to an unknown rhythth.

Each of these theories is an itter-s-t- interesting attempt to explain

the condition of the universe as it,t exists today. Each of them, however, is

incomplete. If we take a look at the big bang theory, it gives no answer to the

question, where did the original football-ee-e- come from? What is the origin

of the tremendous concentration of energy that suddenly exploded.at4 What dc

caused the explosiod Who established the rules by c i ich the elements were

formed and by which the process continued.

If we tc look at the other two theories , the situation is really only

a little different. Either the steady state theory or the pulsating universe thecxy

logically raises a question whichi-s--et- is not mentioned in the article. According
000

to each of these theories, if we were to go back 10, 000, OOQ,4rears, the c universe

would be approximately the same as it is today. It might be in an expansion or

a contraction period, if the pulsating theory were followed. If the steady t state

theory were adopted, it would be, like today, an expansion period. In k either

case the general sita tion would be very similar to that that we have today.-Ever

If we went back 20, 000, 000, 000 years , it would still be the sane. If we went

back a 100, 000, 000, 000 years, it would still be the same. How far back th can

the human mind go. There must have been a beginning to it somewhete. There

must have been one I wcx who formed the process and started it in operation whether

he started it as a concentration of matter that existed or as a situation already in

process. In other words, all Owe- three of these theories are quite incomplete without

recognition of a great being who thinks and wills , who has created the universe

and who now controls it. Man knows in his heart that there is a creatkr. It is
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